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Abstract 
Since 2021, China's macroeconomic situation has improved, and various economic 
indicators have gradually picked up.The two sessions pointed out that Chinese 
government will continue to expand domestic demand and fully tap the market potential 
this year.On this premise, the Consumption Willingness of Chinese residents has 
increased, and the domestic tourism industry has gradually recovered. As a new form of 
tourism, theme park is the extension and development of traditional tourism. In recent 
years, the popularity of theme parks has been rising, which will become the main 
development trend of tourism in the future. This article takes Beijing universal studios 
as the analysis object. It mainly studies the operation mode of theme parks in China,and 
the significance of the construction of Universal Studios in Beijing for theme parks. 
Exploring the sustainable long-term development and efficient profit model of theme 
parks, Promoting the recovery of China's tourism industry and the development of 
industrial chain.The paper is divided into four parts. The first part is the research 
background and significance. The second part analyzes the operation mode of Beijing 
Universal Studios. The third part explores the problems encountered in the development 
of theme parks in China. The fourth part puts forward suggestions and measures. 
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1. Research Background and Significance 

1.1. Status of Operation 
Universal Studios is one of the world-renowned theme parks. There are five global studios 
worldwide, two are located in the United States, three homes are located in Asia. Universal 
Studios was first built in 1915 at a studio and location studio in Hollywood in the United States. 
It was later forced to suspend due to a series of equipment problems until it opened again in 
1964.A second Universal Studios was officially established in Orlando in 1990.In 2001, Asia 
opened in Japan and set the record for the fastest reception in a theme park. In 2010, second 
universal studios in Asia landed in Singapore [1]. 
With the formal establishment of Universal Studios in Beijing in 2021, China's theme parks once 
again started a new upsurge. Although in the context of the epidemic, the Chinese government's 
good control of the epidemic has made Universal Studios Beijing open as scheduled. Recently, 
Universal Studios has suddenly gained popularity in China. Related topics have been read at 
more than 690 million times. Universal Studios has become a new generation of "traffic 
password" attracting young people [2]. 

1.2. Research Questions and Significance 
The business model behind Universal Studios is the key to this paper. How to solve the 
preparatory funds and share financing required for the opening of Chinese theme parks? How 
does a paradise with an investment of up to 100 billion need to obtain sustained attention and 
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sustainable profit model? How can theme parks introduce local culture and make consumers 
feel more cultural identity? This is the focus of the research in this paper. 
The significance of this research is to explore the development of new Chinese tourism industry. 
Meanwhile, the operation mode of Universal Studios is supplemented and extended. The 
Cultural derivatives, the additional industries and the integration of digital and other 
technologies into the daily operation of the park. Finally, promote the localization of theme 
parks. Beijing Universal Studios China will introduce a better cultural industry to China, 
stimulate the consumption enthusiasm of Chinese residents, and stimulate China's domestic 
demand growth [3]. 

2. Operation Mode Analysis 

2.1. Site Selection Characteristics 
The choice of geographical location for the construction of theme parks is the key factor for the 
sustainable development of theme parks in the future. 
The first point is the metropolitan business circle. Sufficient flow of people is convenient to 
provide tourists for the theme park. Compare with its growth rate according to GDP, take China 
as an example, followed by Shanghai, Beijing and Guangzhou. The urbanization process of 
metropolis is rapid and the population inflow is large, the urbanization process of metropolis 
is rapid and the population inflow is large. 
The second point is the traffic conditions. The park is generally located in the outskirts of the 
city, which is convenient for urban tourists to travel. Firstly, the perfection of shuttle buses, 
subways, buses and other means of transportation between urban and suburban areas. 
Secondly, it is more convenient for personnel from outside areas to enter the city where the 
park is located. The city should have the ability to accept the huge passenger flow in the peak 
tourist season. 
The third point is the site rent. The theme park is generally a large area, and builds supporting 
resorts, hotels, commercial streets, parking lots, etc. Some development space needs to be 
reserved. As a result, theme parks are often selected in the suburbs with low land rent and wide 
flat land [4]. 

2.2. Financing Mode 
The first is to adopt the PPP mode. Universal Studios is building a foundation project with 
government and private partnerships. Based on the signing of franchise rights, the two sides 
reached a partnership. The initial investment of Universal Studios in Beijing is up to 50 billion 
yuan, and the total investment estimate for the three phase is in the range of 70 billion yuan to 
100 billion yuan. If the high early investment fund is divorced from the government support, it 
will be difficult to maintain the preliminary construction. Therefore, Beijing Universal Studios 
needs the Propaganda Department of Beijing municipal Party committee and the Beijing city 
center tourism department. The Beijing government's support and promotion have played an 
important role in the early construction of Universal Studios. 
The second is the shareholder composition. Beijing Shouhuan Cultural Tourism Investment Co., 
Ltd. is a joint venture with universal theme park and Resort Group under Comcast NBC 
Universal. China and the United States accounted for about 7:3 shares. The shareholders of 
Beijing Universal Studios respectively lead the Travel Group, Shoukai Group, Beijing Cultural 
Investment and Development Group, Tongzhou Modern International New Town Investment 
and Operation Co., Ltd. and the American Global Group [5]. 
The third is that banks support financing. ICBC and Chinese life insurance have taken the lead 
in achieving strategic cooperation with Universal Studios in Beijing. It aims to promote the new 
financing mode of fintech enabling cultural tourism. Before the completion of the park, many 
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banks had participated in Universal Studios's deep investment and financing projects. ICBC 
launched co branded cards and online and offline integrated smart payment services through 
innovative cooperation modes [6]. 

2.3. Operation Pattern 
The first is the marketing means. Release the opening information in advance and delay the 
opening time at the same time, this practice improves consumers' expectations, so as to form 
an invisible brand effect in consumers' hearts. Major stars and online celebrities will be invited 
to help, During the trial operation. Take short videos or evaluation to advertise on the major 
platforms. Use the fan effect to expand the influence of the park. 
The second is the business circle. The spillover effect of tourism has promoted the development 
of regional tourism in Beijing. City Avenue is built at the entrance site. As a supporting business 
circle and a one-stop catering and entertainment center outside the park, tourists can enter it 
without buying tickets. As a subsidiary derivative industry of the park, City Avenue provides 
services such as characteristic restaurants, theme IP retail stores and related theme cinemas 
from different regions and different cuisines [7]. 
 

Table 1. Park consumption 
Project Per capita consumption 

Off season ticket RMB 418 
Regular season ticket RMB 528 

Peak season ticket RMB 638 
Special day ticket RMB 748 

Globe Studios Hotel from RMB 1590 
Nuojin Hotel from RMB 2756 
Restaurant from RMB 75 

3. Problems in Development 

3.1. Global Epidemic Background 
Beijing Universal Studios has taken stress tests since August 20th.It has invited project partners 
and relevant staff to conduct internal inspection, the total number of receptions was 
200000.The stress test not only tests the largest passenger volume of Universal Studios, but 
also tests the theme park's epidemic prevention and control. Under the serious epidemic 
situation, the virus will spread with tourists from all over the world. Therefore, epidemic 
prevention and control must be the top priority for the sustainable development of the theme 
park. 

3.2. The Proportion of Secondary Consumption is Small 
Various theme parks are limited by the park area and investment cost. This is why theme parks 
attract consumers with a single experience and are difficult to attract consumers with multiple 
experiences. Due to the high ticket prices, the marginal effect of local tourists visiting the theme 
park is also gradually decreasing. Foreign tourists need to increase the fare, accommodation 
and other additional expenses, so that foreign tourists will no longer repeat sightseeing. The 
decrease of customers is the key reason to hinder the long-term development of theme parks. 
It is difficult to maintain the operation cost and early development cost by ticket revenue alone. 

3.3. Consumption Expectation Gap 
Since the opening of the park, Universal Studios has focused on marketing. However, over 
marketing will make consumers lower their expectations of entering the park. This will make 
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consumers feel afraid of too high ticket prices. At the same time, the advertising of major media 
platforms will raise consumers 'expectations to a certain extent, which will cause the gap in 
consumers' hearts after experiencing in the park. The early exposure of detection video reduces 
the idea of field experience for foreign tourists, it make the foreign passenger flow is reduced. 

4. Solutions 

4.1. Epidemic Prevention and Control 
Beijing universal studios should develop a perfect epidemic detection and control system. At 
the same time, corresponding emergency mechanism shall be prepared. Tourists must improve 
their personal information in advance through the official app, check various safety guidelines, 
and make an appointment in advance to enter the park at different times. Before entering the 
park, tourists need to show your personal health code and travel code for checking, 
temperature measurement, disinfection and other necessary health screening. During the tour 
in the park, tourists should wear masks and keep a safe distance when queuing. The park needs 
daily disinfection, employee health testing and regular spot checks. 

4.2. Cultural Innovation and Integration 
Kung Fu Panda theme park has been built in the Beijing Universal Studios. The park represents 
Chinese culture and combines Kung Fu with Chinese characteristics and the national treasure 
panda. The landscape architecture in the park has greatly retained the traditional Chinese 
architecture, and launched Chinese restaurants, which has greatly retained the characteristics 
of Chinese culture. Universal studios also added Nintendo's IP to Osaka Park in Japan. It is 
concluded that the sustainable development of the park needs to obtain the identity and sense 
of belonging of the main consumer groups. The theme park can be changed and innovated 
according to the needs of consumption, and more cater to the preferences of local consumers 
[8]. 

4.3. Attract Secondary Consumption 
The first point is to maximize the value of the park. It needs to fully tap the value potential of IP 
culture and promote the diversification of the park's income structure. Therefore, the 
development of surrounding business districts and online stores is a relatively reasonable 
solution. Universal Studios, using its powerful theme culture effect, create a series of cultural 
derivatives and realize virtual value and develop a longer-term path [9]. 
The second point is to strengthen cooperation with other cultural and tourism units. The park 
needs to combine various tourism resources and give play to the cluster effect. It cooperates 
with other tourism units to issue package tickets, so that tourists can get different tourism 
experiences in the tourism circle. 
The third point is to develop more new park. This will bring customers more freshness and 
experience. During the early publicity, the hidden park can be retained to attract consumers 
continuously. For the newly developed theme IP, its liquidity should be accelerated to turn it 
into an offline derivative of the theme park. 
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